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ABSTRACT: Human aromatase is responsible for the last step of estrogen biosynthesis, for the 

aromatization of ring A of androstenedione (ASD) or testosterone. In this work the mechanism 

of aromatization was studied using gas phase and hybrid QM/MM calculations. It is shown that 

human aromatase can efficiently catalyze the aromatization process via a Compound I (or 

Compound II) mediated pathway. The nature of the oxidant is very sensitive to the polarizing 

environment of the enzyme, as the oxidant has a Compound I nature in the gas phase 
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calculations, which is modulated by the enzyme environment to become a mixed Compound I 

and Compound II character. The electronic structure of the obtained QM-only and QM/MM 

stationary points is thoroughly discussed.   

KEYWORDS: deformylation, androstenedione, QM/MM, reaction mechanism, C-C bond 

fission 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYPs) form the superfamily of thiolate-ligated heme enzymes. 

Although the functioning of CYPs is very versatile, most members are monooxygenases.
1
 This 

means that these enzymes have a unique ability to activate molecular oxygen at ambient 

temperatures by binding O2, breaking the O-O double bond.
2
 One of the oxygen atoms is reduced 

to water, while the other one is used to the formation of a highly reactive species, called 

Compound I,
3
 which is able to oxidize a large variety of substrates. As such, CYPs are in the 

frontline of protecting the human body against xenobiotics by oxidizing them to more soluble 

and more easily excretable compounds. CYPs are also responsible for the metabolism of 90% of 

drugs taken by men, thereby influence their efficacy that has to be considered during drug 

discovery and development. Despite the crucial role of CYPs in the pharmaceutical industry, the 

issue of their regio- and stereoselectivity is still hampering. The majority of oxidizing CYPs are 

promiscuous, most of them metabolize several substrates, and from a single substrate various 

products may be obtained. 

An exception is human aromatase that acts upon only two, highly similar substrates 

(testosterone and androstenedione) and catalyzes their aromatization to estrogens without 

forming any known by-products (apart from the intermediates of the reaction). Aromatization is 

the last step, and the bottle–neck reaction of estrogen biosynthesis in which androstenedione is 

converted to estrone (see Scheme 1) or testosterone is converted to estradiol. Furthermore, 

aromatase also influences the steroid levels in the body.
4
 As elevated estrogen levels are known 

to increase significantly the risk of the development and reappearance of hormone-dependent 

cancers, e.g. breast cancer, inhibitors of aromatase are frequently administered during their 

treatment.
5,6,7

 The development of more specific and more potent inhibitors could be facilitated 
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by a detailed knowledge of the enzyme’s functioning, still there are many debates regarding the 

catalytic mechanism of aromatase.  

 

Scheme 1. Conversion of androstenedione (ASD) to estrone. 

 

The overall catalytic cycle of aromatase consists of three sub-cycles, each requiring 1 mol of 

NADPH and 1 mol of O2.
8,9

 It is commonly accepted that in the first and second sub-cycles the 

classical CYP-mediated hydrogen atom abstraction-hydroxyl radical rebound mechanism
10

 is 

responsible for the hydroxylation of the C19-methyl group, leading to the formation of a 

C19-gem-diol, which may undergo dehydration to yield the C19-aldehyde.
11,12

 In contrast to the 

first two sub-cycles, the reaction mechanism of the third sub-cycle has been much debated e.g 

mechanisms including  2β-hydroxylation,
13,14,15

 4,5-epoxidation,
16,17

 Baeyer-Villiger oxidation of 

C19 and 10β-hydroxyestr-4-ene-3,17-dione formation
20 

were suggested, but which were rejected 

by later experimental works. It is known that in the third sub-cycle the oxidative cleavage of the 

C10-C19 bond occurs and the aromatized steroid and one molecule of formic acid are generated. 

KIE measurements prove that the 1β- and 2β-hydrogen atoms are eliminated selectively,
18,19  

and 

18
O labeling studies indicate that the third oxygen atom is incorporated into formate.9

,20
 For 

decades the most accepted hypothesis has been the formation of a peroxohemiacetal after the 
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nucleophilic attack of the ferrous superoxo complex on the C19 carbon (see Scheme 2. for the 

suggested reaction mechanism and for its structure).
9,20

 We note that the ferrous superoxo 

complex, has been traditionally called the ferric peroxo complex, but based on its electronic 

structure – one unpaired electron located on the O-O moiety, and six electrons in the d-block of 

iron
30

 – the name ferrous superoxo complex is more realistic. 

 

Scheme 2. Estrone generation via peroxohemiacetal formation from enolized (red) or non-

enolized 19-oxo-ASD in the last catalytic sub-cycle of aromatase. 

 

 

The mechanism of peroxohemiacetal formation is supported indirectly by an EPR study, in 

which the ferrous superoxo complex was identified at 77 K after the cryogenic reduction of 

aromatase, indicating its increased stability
21

 compared to P450cam
22

 whose Compound 0 state 

was obtained in a similar study. Based on these experiments it can be hypothesized that the 

proton delivery pathway in aromatase is hindered leading to the increased stability of the ferrous 

superoxo complex, which facilitates peroxohemiacetal formation. This is in sharp contrast to the 

consensus catalytic cycle of most CYPs, in which fast proton delivery to the ferrous superoxo 

complex leads to the formation of Compound 0 followed by Compound I generation (see 

Scheme 3), which carries out the actual oxidation reaction. 
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Scheme 3. Schematic overview of the transformation of the ferrous superoxo complex to 

Compound I according to the consensus catalytic cycle of CYPs. Compound II is the one 

electron reduced form of Compound I. 

 

 

Based on a homology model of aromatase a hydrogen bond between the formyl group of the 

ligand and the Thr310 side chain was suggested to interrupt the proton delivery pathway and help 

the formation of peroxohemiacetal.
23

 The presence of such a hydrogen bond is supported by 

resonance Raman measurements which show that if carbon monoxide binds to the reduced 

enzyme ligated to 19-oxo-ASD, the environment of carbon monoxide is less polar than in the 

case of the enzyme ligated to 19-nor-ASD (19-oxo-ASD without the C19-formyl group) ligand.
24

 

Based on gas-phase quantum mechanical
25

 and combined quantum mechanics molecular 

mechanics (QM/MM) methods
26

 Hackett at al suggested that the peroxohemiacetal intermediate 

is formed in a barrierless process in aromatase, and their proposed mechanism is in accordance 

with experimental findings on the selective elimination of the 1β- and 2β-hydrogens.
18,19

 

Although these results may support the formation of a peroxohemiacetal intermediate, its 

existence is not directly proven. Furthermore, a very recent resonance Raman study found no 

significant difference between the oxy-complexes of aromatase in the first and third sub-cycles 

implicating the involvement of Compound I in the terminal lyase step.
27

 Kinetic solvent isotope 

effect studies of the three sub-cycles of aromatase led to an identical conclusion.
28
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Both experimental and theoretical studies clearly indicate that the reactivity of CYPs is not a 

clear-cut mechanism. In many cases these enzymes are characterized by multistate reactivity
29,30

 

implying that different spin states and various reaction routes close in energy contribute to 

catalysis and from a given substrate various products might be obtained. An interesting example 

is the CYP125 enzyme, which converts cholest-4-en-3-one to cholest-4-en-3-one-26-acid in the 

course of sequential oxidation of the terminal methyl group of the side chain of cholest-4-en-3-

one to the alcohol, aldehyde and finally carboxylic acid. However, five additional metabolites of 

the enzyme were also identified.
31

 While the mechanism leading to the aldehyde intermediate 

seems to follow the consensus catalytic cycle of most oxidizing CYPs,
29,30

 involving Compound 

I, it seems likely that in the last sub-cycle various reaction routes could be followed. On the 

major pathway, leading to the carboxylic acid, oxidation of the formyl group by Compound I has 

been suggested
32

 while the identified by-products are supposed to derive from the deformylation 

of this aldehyde via peroxohemiacetal formation.
31

  

This example calls the attention to the competition between the various reaction routes 

available in CYPs. QM/MM offer the possibility gain atomistic insight into the reactivity of 

enzymes, it allows us to test various hypotheses regarding the reaction mechanism, and 

agreement with experiment can be used to validate the results. In QM/MM calculations the 

atoms directly involved in the chemical reaction are treated quantum mechanically, while the rest 

of the system is treated at a lower level, using molecular mechanics. The available methods 

differ in various aspects,
33

 e.g. which QM level and MM force field they use, how the QM and 

MM regions are connected (mechanical vs electrostatic embedding), how they treat the QM-MM 

boundary (e.g. using link atoms
34,35

 or frozen orbitals
36,37,38,39

), in the methodology of QM/MM 

optimization (whether to use microiterations
40

 or not), if they allow the determination of only 
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reaction energies (e.g adiabatic mapping) or of free energies (e.g. umbrella sampling
41

 or free 

energy perturbation) as well. Until very recently, QM/MM free energy calculations could only be 

performed using a semi-empirical Hamiltonian, but advances in both computing facilities and in 

methodologies begin to allow QM/MM free energy calculations using ab initio or density 

functional methods (examples include GTPases
42

 and phosphate hydrolasis in water
43

). 

Importantly, metadynamics,
44

 a free energy sampling technique and algorithms such as  

paradynamics
45

 which is an efficient tool for perturbatively estimating the high-level of theory 

correction on the reaction paths in condensed phases obtained with a different potential, have 

contributed significantly to this field, and there is hope that soon these calculations become 

available for cytochrome P450 enzymes as well.  

In the present work we use a combination of molecular dynamics simulations and QM/MM 

adiabatic mapping to investigate the recently proposed hypothesis that Compound I catalyses the 

terminal lyase step in aromatase. Based on our previous work,
46

 selective 2-hydrogen 

elimination
18

 from ASD and the enolization of substrate molecule could be coupled to the 

protonation of the ferrous superoxo complex in an energetically favorable process leading to 

Compound 0 (see (a) in Scheme 4), which could be easily converted to Compound I via proton 

coupled electron transfer (PCET).
47

 Therefore, in this study we investigated the likeliness of 

various reaction routes in which Compound I carries out the last step of aromatization, similarly 

to the majority of CYP-catalyzed monooxygengase reactions.  

We only studied those possible reaction routes which are in accordance with the 

experimentally known properties of the aromatization reaction: (1) the 1β-hydrogen is eliminated 

enzymatically,
48

 (2) C10-C19 bond scission occurs in the last catalytic sub-cylce, (3) one oxygen 
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atom derived from the oxygen molecule required for the third catalytic sub-cycle is built into the 

produced formic acid molecule.9
,49

  

The studied pathways suiting these requirements are depicted in Scheme 4. The first step in 

each case is selective 1β-hydrogen abstraction from the enolized 19-oxo-ASD by Compound I 

and the formation of an intermediate (B). The multi-state reactivity (MSR) of CYPs allows both 

radical (Brad) and cationic (Bcat) configurations for the electronic structure of the intermediate B. 

In this work we studied the reactions in the quartet and doublet states, as in several cases the 

quartet and doublet states of CYPs were shown to catalyze different conversions. E.g. the 

epoxidation reaction catalyzed by the enzyme on the doublet surface leads to a single product, 

while a mixture of products might be obtained in quartet state.
50,51,52

 The prominent feature of 

CYPs that the properties of the oxidizing species are very sensitive to interactions with the 

protein pocket and to external conditions has been called the chameleon effect.
53,54 

 Starting from 

intermediate B various scenarios exist for the completion of the reaction depending on the site of 

hydroxyl rebound which can be either C19 or C1. If hydroxyl rebound occurs to C19 the process is 

accompanied by the cleavage of the C10-C19 bond, the release of formic acid and the 

aromatization of ring A. If hydroxyl rebound occurs to C1 a potential by-product, 1β-hydroxy-

19-oxo-ASD (C) could be formed which may rearrange to yield D. We also investigated a third 

possibility, which was first suggested (and immediately rejected) by Hackett et al
25

: instead of 

hydroxyl rebound, the hydroxo complex might abstract another hydrogen atom from the formyl 

group, which would lead to the production of carbon monoxide and water besides the aromatic 

steroid (E). 
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Scheme 4. Suggested mechanism for aromatization of 19-oxo-ASD. (a) Selective 2β-hydrogen 

elimination from ASD leads to the enolized ligand and Compound 0 as suggested by QM/MM 

calculations.
46

 (b) Compound I abstracts the 1β-hydrogen from the ligand leading via various 

pathways to the final products. 

  

 

2. METHODS 
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2.1 QM calculations. In the first approximation the substrate molecule was modelled as ring 

A and B of the sterane skeleton, and the enzyme by using a simple model of Compound I. In the 

QM-only models an unsubstituted porphin ring was used instead of the porphyrin IX ring, as it 

was shown to be a suitable model of it.
55

 The axial Cys437 ligand was represented by an SH
-
 

group, which performs better in vacuum calculations than the bigger SMe
-
 group due to fortunate 

cancellation of errors.
56,57

  The calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 program 

package
58

 with the B3LYP hybrid functional
59

 using an unrestricted formalism, which has 

become the general method for the modeling of the active site of CYPs, and is known to give 

correct spin state energetics for the studied species.
29

 In the two lowest energy states of 

Compound I, two unpaired electrons are localized in the Fe-O moiety on the π*xz and π*yz 

orbitals, which can be ferromagnetically (quartet) or antiferromagnetically (doublet) coupled to 

the third unpaired electron found on a porphyrin orbital having a2u symmetry. As these two spin 

states are almost degenerate,
29,30

  the calculations were performed in both the quartet and doublet 

spin states.  

While describing the quartet state of Compound I is straightforward using unrestricted KS 

theory, the doublet state can only be studied using a broken-symmetry solution. This doublet 

state has a multireference character, in which the most important component is the D1=  

configuration.  

In the case of such system the expectancy value of <S
2
> is 1.75 in the doublet state due to the 

UKS treatment, as the highest occupied beta orbital has no occupied pair among the alfa 

orbitals): 
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Although, 1.75 as the expectancy value of <S
2
>  is not realistic and is not in accordance with 

the multi-reference calculations, the B3LYP functional is known to give correct energy values 

for relative energies of different spin states and excitation energies (expect for the A2u-A1u 

excitation in the doublet Compound I) of the most interesting states in the  chemistry of CYPs, 

except for the splitting of the lowest A1u−A2u radical states in Compound I.
60

   

  For geometry optimizations the SDD basis set and SDD effective core potential
61,62

 were used 

for Fe in conjunction with the 6-31G* basis set for other atoms, similarly to other studies.
46,63

 

This basis set composition will be called B1. The identity of the located stationary points were 

checked using second derivative calculations, minima were characterized by all real vibrational 

frequencies, and transition states by a single imaginary frequency. Zero-point energy correction 

was also calculated at this level. The stability of all wavefunctions was checked by generating 

singly excited determinants, and the wavefunction was considered stable if the corresponding 

energy eigenvalues of the singly excited determinants were higher than those of the initial 

wavefunction. 

In order to obtain more reliable energies single-point calculations were carried out on the 

obtained geometries at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level (this basis set will be called B2 throughout the 

figures) and empirical dispersion correction was calculated with the DFT-D3 program
64

 

developed by Grimme and co-workers. Natural charges and spin populations were calculated 

with the NBO 5.9 program.
65

 In order to check the dependence of the result on the used DFT 

functional single point calculations were carried out with M06
66

, TPSSh
67

, OLYP
68

 and the long-

range and dispersion corrected ωB97X-D
69

 functionals in conjunction with the cc-pVTZ basis 
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set. The effect of solvation on the relative energies of the obtained species was estimated by 

performing continuum solvent model calculations
70,71

 with a dielectric constant 

ε(water)=78.3553 on the obtained stationary points assuming that the geometries are similar in 

the gas-phase and in solution.   

2.2 System Setup: Molecular Mechanics (MM) calculations and Molecular Dynamics 

(MD) Simulations. The crystal structure of human aromatase in complex with androstenedione 

(PDB ID: 3EQM),
72

 was used as a starting structure. In the present work the same enzymatic 

system was studied as in our previous work. Therefore, details of system setup can be found in 

ref. 46 and in the Supporting Information. Briefly, the protein was solvated in a 25 Å-sphere 

around the iron center and after an initial optimization of the structure using molecular 

mechanics a 2 ns long Langevin dynamics simulation was carried out on the system. Before the 

MD simulation was carried out a single water molecule was placed between the Thr310 side chain 

and the Fe-O moiety of the Compound I, which represented the catalytic water molecule formed 

in the course of Compound I formation. This water molecule has been previously shown to lower 

by 4 kcal/mol the energy barriers for hydrogen abstraction in P450cam by increasing the electron 

affinity of Compound I via hydrogen bonding to the Fe-O moiety.
73,74

 In the present study the 

side chain of Asp309 was deprotonated, because this residue serves as an indirect proton source 

for the conversion of the ferrous superoxo complex to Compound 0 (see Scheme 4 above) based 

on our previous work.
46

 We supposed that the following reactions of Compound 0 and 

Compound I will occur faster than Asp309 could be re-protonated. The role of the protonation 

state of Asp309 on the reaction mechanism was investigated by QM/MM single point calculations 

including ionized or neutral sidechains of Asp309. These calculations proved that the protonation 
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state of Asp309 has an almost negligible effect on the reaction mechanism, thus modelling the 

Asp309 sidechain as ionized is acceptable.  

Topology file of 19-oxo-ASD and non-standard parameters are given in the SI, while the MM 

parameters for Compound I are available in the literature.
75

 For all simulations the CHARMM27 

force field
76

 and the CHARMM software package
77

 was used. No unrealistic distortion of the 

active site of the enzyme was observed in the course of the MD simulation. 

2.3 QM/MM calculations. Three starting structures were selected from the last nanosecond of 

the 2 ns long MD trajectory for the QM/MM calculations. The QM region contained the 

unsubstituted porphine ring, the whole substrate, the side chains of Thr310 and Cys437 residues 

and the catalytic water molecule between the Thr310 residue and the Fe-O moiety (see Figure 1 

a)). The Thr310 and Cys437 residues were represented by their side chains broken between their Cα 

and Cβ atoms. Hydrogen-type link atoms were used to cap the open valences of QM atoms. The 

charges of MM atoms (and the groups they belong to) bonded to QM atoms were set to zero to 

avoid unphysical effects due to the strong polarization of the QM wave function due to the 

proximity of large point charges. The atoms further than 20 Å from the iron center were fixed. 

The geometry of the QM region was optimized at the B3LYP/B1 level and single-point 

calculations were carried out on the minima and transition state structures at the B3LYP/6-

311+G* level. The MM region was described with the CHARMM27 force field.
76

 For these 

simulations the QoMMMa 8.02 program
78

 was used which uses the Gaussian 09 program
58

 for 

describing QM region and the TINKER program
79,80

 for the MM region. As the inclusion of 

dispersion effect was shown to improve the accuracy of reaction barriers for CYP catalyzed 

reactions dispersion effects are important in enzymatic reactions,
81,82

 empirical dispersion 

correction of energy and forces were applied in each optimization steps using DFT-D2
83
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parameters as implemented in the QoMMMa 8.02 program. Three parallel energy profiles were 

generated by adiabatic mapping using a step size of 0.1 Å. Definition of the reaction coordinates 

used for the various conversion steps are shown in Figure 1. Minima were optimized without 

constrains and the maxima of the energy profiles were considered as transition states. Careful 

examination of the reaction profiles shows that this method introduces an uncertainty of about 1 

kcal/mol into value of the obtained barrier heights in most cases, which is much smaller than 

accuracy of the B3LYP method. NBO charges and spin populations were calculated with the 

NBO5.9 program.
65

 Single-point calculations with the hybrid M06,
66

 TPSSh,
67

 and pure OLYP
68

 

functionals and the long-range and dispersion corrected ωB97X-D
69

 DFT functionals were 

carried out in conjunction with the 6-311+G* basis set on the QM region. The MOLDEN
84

 and 

VMD
85

 programs were used for visualization. 

 

Figure 1. a) Atoms shown in red (together with their bonded hydrogen atoms) constituted the 

QM region in the QM/MM calculations b) reaction coordinates (RC) applied in the course of 

adiabatic mapping of the various transformation steps. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 QM calculations  

3.1.1. The energy landscape. First, gas-phase calculations were carried out on a simplified 

model of the enzyme-substrate complex. The geometries and the relative energies are shown in 

Figure 2 and Figure 3. The most important geometrical parameters are summarized in the SI 

(Table S1). 
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Figure 2. QM-only model systems. The depicted geometries were obtained in the doublet state, 

and they are very similar to the corresponding quartet structures except for the CQM and 

TSC=>D,QM models whose Fe-O distances are longer. 
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Figure 3. Energy diagram for the investigated reaction routes in the gas-phase and in PCM in the 

quartet (red) and doublet (green) states using basis set B2 (see label at the bottom of the figure). 

The PCM results are single-point energies on the gas-phase geometries.  

The deformylation reaction is energetically a highly favorable process. The overall reaction 

heat is close to -100 kcal/mol when estrone and formic acid (DQM) are formed, which is much 

higher than the reaction heat calculated for other reactions carried out by Compound I. E.g. 

camphor hydroxylation was predicted by gas-phase calculations to have a reaction heat of about -

45 kcal/mol.
86

 The much higher reaction heat found in this study is due to the very energy-rich 

character of the dienol substrate. A large part of the energy associated to aromatization of ring A 

of the substrate is already released in the first part of the reaction as shown by the low relative 

energy of the transition state TSA=>B,QM and the intermediate (BQM). The barrier of the initial 1β-

hydrogen abstraction step is surprisingly low: the barrier is about 8 kcal/mol in both spin states, 

which is reduced by about 2 kcal/mol when a continuum solvent model is included in the 

calculations. The barrier almost diminishes if dispersion effects are taken into account. This is in 
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contrast to the barrier of 19 kcal/mol calculated in P450cam in the gas-phase. The intermediate of 

aromatase (BQM) is suggested to be lower in energy by about 23 kcal/mol than the reactants, in 

contrast to the relative energy of the intermediate of the P450cam–hydroxylation reaction (+14 

kcal/mol compared to the reactants). The low energy of the intermediate is due to the emerging 

aromaticity of the ring, as it is also shown by its almost planar structure.  

Based on frequency calculations the BQM state is a real local minimum on the potential energy 

surface, and it serves as a branching point towards the formation of various products. The natural 

product of the enzyme (DQM) is the lowest in energy, while the non-aromatic CQM is the least 

stable. We could not locate first order-saddle points for the rebound reaction of the OH radical to 

the ligand (BQM=>CQM, BQM=>DQM and BQM=>EQM conversions) and relaxed energy scan 

calculations also showed practically barrierless processes. Previous gas-phase studies has also 

found that the rebound step of hydroxylation reactions is either barrierless or involves low 

barriers.
86

 This implies that within the accuracy of the presented gas-phase results, it is 

computationally impossible to rank the likelihood of the investigated reaction channels and to 

predict the experimental product ratio. Furthermore, most likely the enzyme can drive the 

catalytic reaction towards its final products via subtle ways, e.g. electrostatic and steric 

interactions, which cannot be captured by gas-phase calculations.  

The pathways leading to DQM and EQM both produce the aromatized steroids, thus they could 

only be distinguished by measuring CO and formic acid production. Based on the experiments 

only formic acid is formed in the reaction, but small amounts of CO might have remained 

unnoticed in these experiments. Furthermore, small amounts of carbon monoxide might play a 

role in regulating the enzyme’s activity (autoinhibition). Interestingly, it was shown that the 

aromatization of 19-nor-ASD (ASD lacking the 19-methyl group, thus from which CO cannot be 
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produced) was highly inhibited by the atmosphere containing 44% carbon monoxide, in contrast 

to the aromatization reaction of ASD, 19-hydroxy-ASD and the 19-oxo-ASD from which in 

principle CO could be produced.
87

  

The formation of CQM is much more intriguing. The barrier that needs to be overcome during 

the rearrangement reaction to yield DQM is about 20-30 kcal/mol (due to the formation of a 

highly strained four-membered ring structure in the transition state), which might suggest that the 

1β-hydroxylated by-product should be observable, still it has not been reported in the case of 

ASD yet, to the best of our knowledge. However, when aromatase was used to aromatize an 

artificial substrate, 19-nor-ASD the 1β-hydroxylated by-product was detected in addition to 

estrone,
88

 showing the competition between the two pathways. The most likely reason why the 

1β-hydroxylated by-product has not been detected for ASD yet, is that it decomposes much 

faster to yield the aromatized steroid and formic acid then the 1β-hydroxylated by-product of 

19-nor-ASD, which makes it relatively difficult to distinguish this reaction route from the direct 

pathway. Indeed, in the 
18

O-labeling study of the reaction mechanism, direct rearrangement of C 

to yield D was suggested as a possibility.
20

 An indication of the easier decomposition of the 1β-

hydroxylated derivative of 19-oxo-ASD than that of 19-nor-ASD is that in vacuo the barrier for 

formic acid elimination is 13-15 kcal/mol lower than the barrier of water elimination from 19-

nor-ASD (see Table S2), and the reaction is more exothermic by about 20 kcal/mol in the case of 

19-oxo-ASD. Alternatively, non-enzymatic decomposition reaction routes might also exist for 

the decomposition of the 1β-hydroxylated by-product. For instance, the 2β-hydroxy derivative is 

known to undergo very facile aromatization in aqueous solution at pH 7 with a half-life of 90 sec 

to yield the aromatic product and formic acid.
13

 This reaction was suggested to proceed via a 

base-catalyzed pathway, which could also facilitate the aromatization of the 1β-hydroxylated by-
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product (Scheme 5) and alleviate the stress associated to the formation of a four-membered ring 

during intramolecular direct decomposition. In this case the oxygen atom derived from the 

oxygen molecule required for the catalytic cycle may not be incorporated into the formate, which 

is experimentally suggested. However, this is not in direct contrast with the 
18

O-labeling study
20

 

as in all experiments signals of unlabeled HCOOH were detected beside the HC
18

OOH signal, 

with relative intensities up to 30% in the mass spectrum, which might have originated from the 

non-enzymatic elimination. 

 

Scheme 5. Hypothetic base-catalyzed non-enzymatic aromatization of 1β-hydroxy-19-oxo-ASD.  

 

 

The shape of the calculated reaction profiles and the structure of the located stationary points 

are rather similar in the two spin states, with the exception of the transition state connecting C 

and D (TSC=>D,QM). While the quartet and doublet states are very close in energy in the case of 

most structures, the quartet TSC=>D,QM state is higher in energy than the doublet by 10-20 

kcal/mol depending on applied functional and basis set. This difference is due to the weaker 

ligand binding in the quartet state, which is most pronounced in the CQM and TSC=>D,QM states. 

The Fe-O distances are 2.213 Å, 2.008 Å and 3.294 Å in the doublet CQM, TSC=>D,QM and DQM 
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systems and 3.430 Å, 3.437 Å and 3.645 Å in quartet states, which suggest much weaker ligand 

binding and a practically dissociated complex in the quartet state. We calculated the energy 

barrier for the elimination of formic acid from the ligand of CQM (in the absence of the heme 

group) in a unimolecular process in vacuo and obtained a value of 29.4 kcal/mol at the 

B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level including dispersion correction. These results suggest that the 

[Fe(III)(Porph)SH] complex lowers the barrier for the conversion of C to D in doublet state, but 

in the quartet state the barrier is 10 kcal/mol higher than in a unimolecular process without the 

heme complex.   

To examine the necessity of the enolization of the ligand for the aromatization process, we 

determined the energy barriers for 1β-hydrogen abstraction from the not-enolized 19-oxo-ASD 

ligand in both spin states. They turned out to be considerably, by about 14-16 kcal/mol, higher 

(see AKQM, TSAK=>BK,QM, and BKQM states in the Table 1 and in the SI in Table S1) in 

accordance with other studies emphasizing the essential role of the enolization process.
25

  

Table 1. Effect of the DFT functional on the relative energies (in kcal/mol) of the QM-only 

model systems calculated at the B3LYP/B1 geometries using the cc-pVTZ basis set 

model multiplicity B3LYP
a
 M06 TPSSh OLYP ωB97X-D 

AQM 
doublet 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

quartet 0.2 0.7 0.4 1.9 0.1 

TSA=>B,QM 
doublet 2.1 3.4 3.7 4.3 8.5 

quartet 2.4 4.6 5.2 8.9 8.1 

BQM 
doublet -25.6 -29.9 -22.7 -21.7 -25.2 

quartet -26.0 -30.3 -22.2 -19.2 -25.3 

CQM 
doublet -62.0 -66.5 -50.0 -34.9 -72.0 

quartet -57.2 -67.5 -42.1 -37.9 -65.3 

TSC=>D,QM 
doublet -42.0 -42.3 -30.9 -15.6 -44.5 

quartet -16.5 -26.0 -6.3 -15.8 -18.5 

DQM 
doublet -99.2 -97.1 -89.7 -88.6 -103.7 

quartet -98.9 -105.2 -86.3 -89.5 -103.3 

EQM doublet -92.6 -92.5 -79.6 -73.5 -97.7 
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quartet -87.1 -93.2 -68.5 -69.5 -90.0 

AKQM 
doublet -18.6 -18.3 -16.8 -14.8 -18.9 

quartet -18.3 -17.3 -16.4 -12.7 -18.6 

TSAK=>BK,QM 
doublet -1.1 -3.5 3.2 6.9 0.6 

quartet -0.5 -0.9 3.6 9.7 1.4 

BKQM 
doublet -9.8 -10.1 -10.2 -7.3 -13.3 

quartet -17.3 -22.9 -15.3 -11.6 -17.7 
a
 B3LYP energies are dispersion corrected. 

 

In order to increase the reliability of the obtained data we carried out single-point calculations 

using various functionals (see Table 1). The observed trends calculated with the B3LYP 

functional are repeated by the other functionals, but the relative energies differ considerably. 

Results obtained by the M06 functional are the most similar to those of B3LYP, and the OLYP 

values are the most different. The barrier of 1β-hydrogen abstraction was predicted by all studied 

functionals to be lower than 10 kcal/mol (and in most cases lower than 5 kcal/mol), confirming 

our previous conclusion that this is most likely a very fast process. The barrier of the CQM => 

DQM process is predicted to be about 20 kcal/mol by (B3LYP, TPSSh, OLYP), or even larger by 

M06 and ωB97X-D in the doublet state, and above 35 kcal/mol in the quartet state by most 

functionals (with exception of OLYP: (22.1 kcal/mol)) supporting the conclusion based on 

B3LYP that direct rearrangement of C to yield D is unlikely.  

   

3.1.2. Electronic structure of the obtained stationary points. In order to get insight into the 

electronic structure of the studied complexes, natural charges and spin populations of selected 

atoms and fragments have been investigated; a compilation of the data at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ 

level is shown in Figure 4 and in Table S3 in the SI. Data obtained with other functionals repeat 

the trends obtained by B3LYP.  
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Figure 4. Natural charges (Q in e) and spin populations (SP) for selected atoms and fragments in 

QM-only calculations. Values belonging to the doublet/quartet states are derived from single 

point calculations at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level. Color coding: yellow: iron; greenish-blue: 

nitrogen; red: oxygen; brown: carbon; orange: sulfur; white: hydrogen.  

 

The spin populations on the SH
-
 and porphyrin ligands in the AQM system suggests one 

unpaired electron on the a2u orbital in accordance with the electronic configuration of 

Compound I (see Figure 5), although the relative contribution of the porphyrin ring and the SH
-
 

group to this orbital is significantly affected by the using a PCM model in the calculations.  

Therefore, as expected, the AQM state is best described as a combination of Compound I and the 

substrate molecule (both in vacuo and in PCM), which is converted to an uncharged radical (BQM 

with 
2,4

Irad(IV) character, see Figure 5) with -0.99 (doublet state) or 0.98 (quartet state) spin 
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population in the course of 1β-hydrogen abstraction, and solvation effects do not alter the radical 

character of the intermediate. Simultaneously, the orbital primarily composed of the a2u 

porphyrin orbital and the sulfur pz orbital becomes doubly occupied. The single unpaired 

electron in the doublet CQM, DQM and EQM states is located on one of the dxz and dyz orbitals of 

the ferric ion. In contrast, in the quartet state there are three unpaired electrons on the dxz, dyz and 

σ*Fe-S (containing dz2 orbital of the iron) orbitals. The occupancy of the σ*Fe-S orbital (see Figure 

6) causes remarkable differences between the doublet and quartet states. In the quartet state this 

orbital is singly occupied increasing the spin population on the SH
-
 ligand as well. In contrast, 

this orbital is unoccupied in the doublet state, which increases the electron acceptor character of 

the ferric ion, which allows for stronger ligand binding. This is the main reason behind the 

strikingly different Fe-O bond lengths obtained for among others the above mentioned quartet 

(3.430 Å) and doublet (2.213 Å) CQM systems. 

When one compares the occupation of orbitals in different spin states of a complexes, it is 

value to see how such differences influence the spin-state splitting of the compounds. This 

question is especially interesting, because the different DFT functionals have been shown to give 

strikingly different spin-state splittings.
89,90

 In our case (see Table 1) it is found that the quartet 

and doublet states of AQM and BQM are predicted to be very close in energy by all functionals. 

However, the spin state splittings of systems CQM, DQM and EQM are predicted differently by the 

various functionals (with differences up to 10 kcal/mol). These are the complexes in which in the 

quartet state an electron is promoted to the σ*Fe-S orbital. This finding is in line with a recent 

work, which implied that largest differences between hybrid and pure functionals in predicting 

spin-state splittings can be expected for systems in which an electron is promoted from a non-

bonding orbital to an antibonding one.
91
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Figure 5. Occupancy of the highest lying molecular orbitals of (a) Compound I (b) radical 

intermediate (BQM) suggested by gas-phase calculations; (c) cationic intermediates (BQM/MM) 

suggested by QM/MM calculations (see below). In the case of Compound I, the shape of the 

molecular orbitals is also shown. Color coding: pink: iron; dark blue: nitrogen; light blue: 

carbon, yellow: sulfur; white: hydrogen.  
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Figure 6. Singly occupied σ*Fe-S orbital in the 
4
DQM system (dz2 orbital of the ferric ion). 

 

In summary the QM-only calculations suggest that the deformylation process is an 

energetically favorable process, which can occur via an 
2,4

Irad(IV) type intermediate involving 

low energy barriers (except for the CQM=>DQM conversion). Therefore we investigated this 

pathway using a hybrid QM/MM technique in order to take the protein environment into 

account. 

 

3.2 QM/MM calculations. 

3.2.1. The energy landscape. Correct sampling of enzyme configurations is essential to obtain 

reliable results when modelling enzymes.
92,93

 However, due to the large number of energy and 
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gradient calculations, these methods (e.g. QM/MM umbrella sampling
93,94

) are mostly used with 

relatively low QM levels, such as semi-empirical methods, which cannot be used to reliably 

model cytochrome P450 enzymes. It should be noted, that CPMD method by Car and 

Parrinello
95

, and the newly emerging GPU-accelarated ab initio MD simulations
96,97

 will 

hopefully bring a breakthrough to the QM/MM studies of CYPs. However, in the present study, 

in order to approximate to a sufficient amount of sampling, QM/MM potential energy profiles 

have been calculated using three randomly chosen structures derived from the last nanosecond of 

the 2 ns long MD trajectory similarly to other studies.
86,98,99

 These starting structures were 

snapshots of the enzyme, thus differed in many minor details which could arise due to thermal 

motion of the atoms. A very important difference from the QM/MM study published earlier
26

 

was that we observed no hydrogen bond between the side chain of Thr310 and the formyl group 

of the substrate during the entire length of the MD simulation, since the catalytic water molecule 

remained between the Thr310 side chain and the Fe-O moiety forming hydrogen bonds to both of 

them. Using adiabatic mapping we constrained the system to go along the investigated pathways 

shown in Scheme 4, and the stationary points of the profiles were investigated similarly to the 

QM-only model systems. Identical frames of the MD trajectory were used for the doublet and 

quartet states, thus three parallel doublet and quartet profiles were calculated, each pair (e.g. 

profile 1 in the doublet and quartet states) starting from the same frame of the MD trajectory.  

The energy gain of the whole aromatization process is around 100 kcal/mol (Figure 7) and is 

much higher than the value calculated for the hydroxylation reaction in P450cam (around 40 

kcal/mol),
86

 which is due to the release of energy associated to the aromatization of ring A, as 

was argued above. The doublet and quartet systems behave slightly differently as the hydroxo 

complex (BQM/MM) was found to be a local minimum on the doublet PES, while it did not exist in 
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the quartet state. This difference between the two spin states might be explained by their 

different electronic structure, as will be discussed later.  

From the data presented in Figure 7 it can be seen that the results are not sensitive to the size 

of the basis set. The rate-determining step of the reaction is 1β-hydrogen abstraction, whose  

barrier of is about 3.5-4.0 kcal/mol in the doublet state, which is in the same range as value 

obtained in the QM-only calculation and it is about 2 kcal/mol higher in the quartet state. At the 

end of the 1β-hydrogen abstraction step, we carried out an unconstrained geometry optimization 

of the structures. This led to the BQM/MM structure in all three doublet profiles, which can be 

converted via low energy barriers (about 2-3 kcal/mol) to the CQM/MM, DQM/MM or EQM/MM 

structures (Figure 8) using the corresponding reaction coordinates (Figure 1). Since the energy 

barriers of the three pathways (BQM/MM=>CQM/MM, BQM/MM=>DQM/MM and BQM/MM=>EQM/MM) 

are comparable to the error of the method, the calculations suggests all of them to be very fast 

processes. Therefore, the BQM/MM state could be regarded as a crossing point of these three 

pathways, but as experimentally only DQM/MM has been observed so far, the route leading to 

DQMMM should dominates the enzyme’s reactivity. 

In the quartet state the unconstrained optimizations led directly to the DQM/MM state in the case 

of profiles 1 and 3 or to the CQM/MM structure (profile 2) depending on the exact orientation of 

heme-bound hydroxyl group. The most likely reason is that the OH ligand is bound weaker to the 

heme in the quartet state, and is therefore able to move somewhat closer to C1 or C19 atoms of the 

substrate in the course of the reaction coordinate calculation and form the CQM/MM or the 

DQM/MM structures directly instead of the BQM/MM intermediate. Although based on the gas-phase 

calculations, the formation of carbon monoxide (EQM/MM state) should be a fast process in the 

quartet state as well the unrestrained geometry optimization of the final structure of the 1β-
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hydrogen abstraction process never led to this product, because C19-H bond of the formyl group 

was not oriented towards the oxygen coordinated to the iron. We expect that in a real system 

where thermal motion could lead to fluctuations in the conformation of the formyl group, CO 

might be produced in the enzyme in the quartet as well. 

At this point we would like to note that the relatively large differences between the relative 

energies of the corresponding states obtained from various profiles most likely originate from the 

shortcomings of the widely used
100

 QM/MM adiabatic mapping methodology. Using adiabatic 

mapping we carried out a large number of QM/MM energy minimizations along the given 

reaction coordinates, however, in all cases the calculations always converged to the nearest local 

minimum on the potential energy surface. This phenomenon has been previously investigated by 

Warshel et al
101

 and was suggested to be especially problematic in the case of a rugged potential 

energy surface with many local minima. The fact that the calculated barriers differ only by less 

than 3 kcal/mol suggests their reliability. 
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Figure 7. Energy diagram of the investigated QM/MM model systems in the doublet and quartet 

states. Energies are given for three profiles at the B3LYP/B1/MM (left) and B3LYP/6-

311+G*/MM (right) level including dispersion correction. The representative structures of the 

QM region in the stationary points are taken from profile 1, selected geometrical parameters are 

given in Table S4 in the SI. 
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Figure 8. QM region of the QM/MM model systems. The representative structures are taken 

from profile 1 in the doublet state and selected geometrical parameters are given in Table S4 in 

the SI. 

 

At this point, it is worth examining the results of the QM/MM calculations in the light of the 

experimental data available on the enzyme mechanism. The known product state of aromatase is 

DQM/MM: the aromatized steroid (in the case of ASD estrone) and formic acid. Neither CQM/MM 

(the 1β-hydroxylated by-product) nor EQM/MM (formation of CO instead of formic acid besides 

the aromatized estrone) have been reported in the case of the natural substrates of the enzyme. 

Using the techniques employed in this work it is impossible to distinguish between these 

pathways, as the differences in the activation energies of the various pathways is in the same 

range as the differences obtained for the snapshots studied. Out of the three pathways presented 

herein most likely the pathway leading to DQM/MM dominates. The formation of the 1β-

hydroxylated by-product of 19-nor-ASD is easily explained by our calculations, and we believe 

that small amounts might be produced in the case of ASD. CQM/MM, either undergoes 

intramolecular rearrangement and C10-C19 bond scission (although the calculated barrier is about 

30 kcal/mol, thus this process is not very likely) or most likely a very facile non-enzymatic 

pathway exists, similarly to the case of the 2β-hydroxylated derivative
13

 as suggested in Scheme 

5. 

We examined the effect of the DFT functional on the obtained results using single-point 

calculations on a selected doublet and quartet QM/MM profile (profile 1, see Table 2). The 

conclusions are basically the same as in the case of QM-only calculations: the trends obtained by 

B3LYP are more or less reproduced by the other functionals, although the numerical value of the 
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relative energies depends extensively on the DFT functional. The M06 functional gave rather 

similar relative energies to B3LYP, and the OLYP values were the most different. 1β-hydrogen 

abstraction is suggested to be a very fast conversion by the B3LYP, M06 and ωB97X-D, while 

TPSSh and OLYP gave slightly higher activation energies. The energy barrier for the 

CQM/MM=>DQM/MM conversion was found to be similar to the unimolecular process studied in the 

gas-phase in the absence of the heme ring. This implies that the enzymatic environment does not 

catalyze this process.  

 

Table 2. Effect of the applied DFT functional on the relative energies (in kcal/mol) of the 

different systems in QM/MM calculations
a
 

 model B3LYP
b
 M06 TPSSh OLYP ωB97X-D 

profile 1 

(doublet) 

AQMMM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

TSA=>B,QMMM 3.1 2.9 7.5 13.2 3.1 

BQMMM -37.5 -37.7 -25.4 -9.3 -45.1 

TSB=>C,QMMM -33.9 -36.2 -20.9 -2.9 -41.1 

CQMMM -58.4 -59.8 -39.6 -15.4 -69.8 

TSC=>D,QMMM -30.1 -32.2 -14.9 6.0 -40.7 

TSB=>D,QMMM -36.0 -36.3 -23.6 -7.1 -40.7 

DQMMM -97.4 -101.5 -89.0 -79.6 -108.8 

TSB=>E,QMMM -34.5 -34.3 -24.4 -10.7 -41.8 

EQMMM -79.7 -84.8 -68.0 -58.6 -91.3 

profile 1 

(quartet) 

AQMMM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

TSA=>D,QMMM 5.3 4.8 8.1 12.1 4.7 

DQMMM -95.1 -107.8 -82.6 -78.6 -107.7 
a
Energies are derived from single-point calculations using the 6-311+G* basis set  

b
B3LYP energies are dispersion corrected. 

 

In summary, the QM/MM energy profiles suggest that that aromatase can efficiently catalyze 

the deformylation of the enolized 19-oxo-ASD ligand in a pathway involving Compound I. The 

energy barriers are very low in both spin states except for the CQM/MM=>DQM/MM conversion 
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which is a highly exothermic process, and single point calculations using other DFT functionals 

support this hypothesis. 

 

3.2.2. Electronic structure of the obtained stationary points. 

The most striking difference between the QM-only and the hybrid QM/MM calculations is that 

the energy barrier for 1β-hydrogen abstraction is almost the same in the doublet QM-only and 

QM/MM, and quartet QM-only systems, but it is higher in the quartet QM/MM systems. 

Although, this difference is not substantial, it might originate from a slightly different electronic 

structure. To clarify this issue we carefully analyzed the obtained natural charges and spin 

populations (see Figure 9 and Table S5 in the SI).  
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Figure 9. Natural charges (Q) in e and spin populations (SP) for selected atoms and fragments in 

QM/MM calculations at the B3LYP/6-311+G*/MM level. Data are given for all three profiles 

(shown in different rows) in the doublet (left) and quartet (right) states.  

The most conspicuous differences in the spin population and charge distribution values derived 

from QM-only and QM/MM calculations are observed in the case of the A and B states. As long 

as the AQM state contains obviously a complex of Compound I with zero spin population on the 

uncharged substrate molecule, there is a strong charge transfer interaction between the substrate 

and the iron complex in the AQM/MM models indicated by the considerable positive charge and 

spin population on the substrate molecule. The charge transfer interaction is very sensitive for 

the environment demonstrated by the different charge and spin population values in the three-

three parallel doublet and quartet profiles. The spin population on the porphyrin ring and the 

MeS
-
 ligand is much lower than in the AQM system, which suggests that the electron transfer is 

directed from the π-system of the substrate to the a2u porphyrin orbital mixing with the pz orbital 

of the sulfur. This is not surprising taken the highly electrophilic character of Compound I and 

the very electron rich -system of the dienol ligand. This interaction is visualized in Figure 10. 

In the case of the doublet and quartet profiles with lowest barriers (profile 2) this interaction is so 

strong, that the AQM/MM system contains practically a Compound II complex, which is the one 

electron reduced form of Compound I, with a doubly occupied a2u porphyrin orbital. This result 

is in accordance with another QM/MM study, in which Compound II was incorporated in the 

mechanism of 1β-hydrogen abstraction instead of Compound I.
26

 In the other profiles the nature 

of the AQM/MM state is best described as a mixture of Compound I and Compound II characters 

with the latter one being stronger. Similar partial delocalization of the electrons of Compound I 

to nearby residues has been reported earlier for peroxidases and cytochrome P450 enzymes.
102
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Figure 10. Singly occupied beta Kohn-Sham orbital derived from the AQM/MM state of profile 1 

in the double state showing the interaction between the π orbital of the substrate molecule and 

the a2u porphyrin orbital.  

In order to elucidate the origin of these differences in the electronic structure, to determine 

whether these are real effects of the different geometry and the polarizing environment or 

artificial influences of self-interaction error, we have addressed the questions from two sides. 

First, we carefully analyzed the results obtained by various functionals in order to identify the 

likeliness of significant self-interaction error.  Second, we have investigated the effect of the 

protein environment and of the catalytic water molecule on the spin distribution of the systems 

(see the discussion in Chapter 3.2.3).  

The natural charges and spin populations calculated with other DFT functionals are 

summarized in Table S6 in the SI for the AQM/MM and BQM/MM structures of profile 1. Basically 

all of these calculations suggest the same cationic configuration for BQM/MM with zero spin 
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population and about 0.85 natural charge on the substrate. For the AQM/MM system the M06, 

TPSSh and OLYP functionals give the same spin distribution as B3LYP with about 0.6 e natural 

charge and ±0.6 spin population on the substrate depending on the multiplicity. In contrast, the 

ωB97X-D functional suggests a clear Compound II character for the AQM/MM system with about 

0.96 e natural charge and ±1.0 spin population on the substrate. Since the ωB97X-D functional is 

a long-range corrected functional with -1/r decay of the exchange-correlation potential, it is free 

of long-range self-interaction.
69 

Therefore, our findings might imply that the mixed character of 

the reactant state is due to self-interaction error of the DFT functionals with no long-range 

correction. However, this statement has to be taken carefully, as the reliability and accuracy of 

the ωB97X-D functional has not been tested yet on heme systems, unlike B3LYP which has been 

thoroughly tested and is known to give reliable results for cytochrome P450 enzymes.
60

 

Based on these electronic features we can explain the differences in the barrier heights for the 

1β-hydrogen abstraction in the QM-only and QM/MM calculations. In the QM-only calculations 

the barriers in the doublet and quartet states are almost the same as identical changes occur in the 

two states: during hydrogen atom transfer an electron is placed from the -orbital of the substrate 

to the a2u porphyrin orbital.  In contrast, according to the QM/MM calculations first electron 

transfer and then hydrogen atom transfer occurs. In the 
2
BQM/MM state there is only one unpaired 

electron, which is located on one of the π*xz or π*yz orbitals (
2
Icat in Figure 5), but in the quartet 

state one of the three unpaired electrons has to be placed on the higher-lying σ*Fe-S orbital in the 

course of the 1β-hydrogen abstraction (
4
Icat(z

2
) in Figure 5), which increases the barrier 

compared to the doublet state. Since this orbital is unoccupied in the doublet state the hydroxyl 

ion binding can be stronger than in the quartet system and this is why we were able to obtain the 

BQM/MM state as a local minimum only in the doublet state. 
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The charge and spin distributions are similar in the CQM/MM, DQM/MM and EQM/MM systems, 

thus for the sake of simplicity, only those of the latter are depicted in Figure 9. The electronic 

configuration in these systems is the same as in the CQM, DQM and EQM models. There are five 

electrons in the d-block of the iron center, from which one is unpaired in the doublet state and 

located on one of the dxz and dyz orbitals, and three electrons are unpaired in the quartet state 

located on the dxz, dyz and the σ*Fe-S (dz2 of the iron ion) orbitals. This difference causes 

significant spin population on the MeS
-
 ligand in the quartet CQM/MM, DQM/MM and EQM/MM 

structures, which are also characterized by longer Fe-O distances than the doublet structures. (2.4 

Å vs. 2.1 Å; see Table S4). However, both of these values are much shorter than the values 

found in QM-only structures, which most likely originates from the fact that the QM/MM 

calculations were carried out using dispersion correction, and the free movement of the ligands is 

hindered by the protein environment in contrast to the QM-only calculations. 

 

3.2.3. Estimation of the overall catalytic effect of human aromatase.  

The results presented above show that Compound I can be the active agent that is responsible 

for the cleavage of the C10-C19 bond and for the aromatization reaction in accordance with 

experimental studies.
21,22

 Now, we would like to get some idea of the catalytic effect of 

aromatase, and compare it to relevant data obtained for other enzymes earlier. As described in 

detail by Warshel et al.
103

 numerous proposal have been put forward in order to explain the 

origin of enzymatic catalysis, and reliable quantification of this effect requires rigorous, energy 

based treatment and a proper definition of the reference state to which the catalytic effect of the 

enzyme could be compared to.  
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When one tries to understand the catalytic effect of aromatase, it should be considered what 

exactly the role of aromatase is in the reaction. It seems highly unlikely that if the ingredients 

depicted in Scheme 1 were put together in solution, the reaction aromatization reaction would 

occur. Thus aromatase has an essential role in activation of molecular oxygen by breaking the 

O=O bond and producing the highly reactive Compound I species, which can carry out the three 

oxidation reactions in the three catalytic cycles. However, at this point the question arises, is the 

enzyme’s role solely the formation of Compound I or does it electrostatically catalyze the 

reaction compared to solution? I.e. is the barrier of the reaction lower in the enzyme than it 

would in solution? 

In order to answer this question, it is valuable to consider the arguments put forward in ref. 103 

and to define a proper reference reaction to which the enzyme’s reactivity could be compared to. 

In the present case it is impossible to define a proper solvent catalyzed reference reaction for the 

aromatization of androstenedione. However, by defining a hypothetical reference reaction, one 

could determine the barrier of the reaction in solution using the enzyme mechanism (as was 

suggested in ref. 103) and compare the activation energy in the enzyme and in solution using the 

same mechanism. This “mechanism-filtered” reference reaction in water is only a hypothetical 

one and it is simply used to estimate the electrostatic stabilization of the transition state by 

protein pre-organized dipole in contrast to random water dipoles. 

Therefore, we have carried out a number of QM/MM single point calculations on the reactant 

and intermediate states of the reaction (AQM/MM and BQM/MM) and on the transition state of the 

1-hydrogen abstraction step. (
2
TSA=>B,QMMM) in the doublet state (Table 3). Besides the overall 

catalytic effect of the enzyme, we also wanted to address the specific contribution of the catalytic 

water molecule and of the Asp309 side-chain to the reaction. Therefore the single point 
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calculations were carried out in the absence and presence of the enzyme (as represented by point 

charges) and the catalytic water molecule (which was included in the QM region when it was 

present). The activation energy of the reaction in solution was approximated by continuum 

solvent calculations.  

In the absence of point charges the relative energy of the transition state increases from 6.6 

kcal/mol to 12.6 kcal/mol in vacuo. When a PCM model is used instead of the electrostatic 

environment of the enzyme (point charges) the barrier drops to 8 kcal/mol. The larger effect of 

the PCM model on the relative energy of the transition state compared to the calculation without 

any point charges is due to the ionic character of the TS: which is considerably stabilized by the 

aqueous environment, and even more by the protein environment. This can be understood, as the 

protein environment could efficiently help in the stabilization of the dipole moment rising inside 

the QM region in the course of the formation of a cationic intermediate.
104

 From this it can be 

concluded that the enzyme slightly (by about 1.5 kcal/mol) catalyzes the reaction compared to 

solution, which is much smaller than values reported for other enzymes (5.7-34 kcal/mol).
103

 The 

small effect of the enzyme on reaction barrier compared to solution also suggests that the 

enzyme’s primary role is the formation of Compound I by activation of O2, and no the 

electrostatic stabilization of the transition state. Of course the number found in our study have to 

be treated cautiously, as (1) these numbers are within the accuracy of B3LYP calculation, (2) 

continuum solvent methods have their own limitations (e.g. the effect of cavity shape and size on 

the solvation free energy, the real dielectric constant of the system is not known), but they do 

suggest that the role of the enzyme is not simply the generation of Compound I, but slightly 

decreasing the activation energy by electrostatic interactions. 
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Removal of the catalytic water molecule from the system does not change the energy barrier or 

the energy gain of the reaction considerably. The idea that the deprotonated Asp309 residue 

located in the vicinity of the ligand could have a significant role in the stabilization of the ionic 

transition state is not supported either. Single point calculations done with the artificially 

neutralized Asp309 residue show only a minor effect (Table 3) compared to the overall effect of 

the electrostatic environment of the protein. 

The results of single point calculations summarized in Table 3 can also help a better 

understanding of origin of the differences in the electronic structure of the studied species. The 

most important finding is that the neglect of the catalytic water molecule and removal of the 

point charges from the calculation do not change the cationic character of the 
2
BQM/MM 

intermediate state. In contrast, the charge transfer interaction in the 
2
AQM/MM state is sensitive for 

these factors. In the absence of the catalytic water the natural charge and spin population on the 

substrate molecule considerably decrease, and it becomes even more remarkable in the absence 

of the point charges. In the absence of both of them the 
2
AQM/MM state has a clear Compound I 

character resembling the 
2
AQM state. Removal of the point charges and catalytic water molecule 

from the 
2
BQM/MM state leads to a slight decrease of the charge on the substrate molecule, but it 

does not alter its cationic character with about zero spin population. These results imply that it is 

the enzyme’s active site architecture that is primarily responsible for the cationic character (
2
Icat 

in Figure 5) of the intermediate, which is further stabilized by the electrostatic interactions with 

the protein environment and the catalytic water molecule. This is in sharp contrast to the 
2
BQM 

model where free movement of the fragments allowed the formation of a more favorable 

intermediate with a radical character. These findings are in line with previous works, which 
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showed that spatial reasons may account for the formation of cationic intermediates, which are 

usually characterized by higher barriers than the pathways involving radical intermediates.
29,30
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Table 3. Natural charges (Q, in e), spin populations (SP) and relative energies (in kcal/mol) in the absence of the catalytic water 

molecule and/or MM point charges and the role of the protonation state of Asp309 residue
 
at the B3LYP/6-311+G* level.

a 
 

state 

catalytic water 

MM point charges 

charge on Asp309 

present 

present 

-1 

present 

absent 

- 

absent 

present 

-1 

absent 

absent 

- 

present 

present 

0b 

present 

no => PCM(water) 

- 

atom or group Q SP Q SP Q SP Q SP Q SP Q SP 

2AQMMM 

Fe 0.98 1.24 0.96 1.20 0.94 1.12 0.93 1.09 0.97 1.24 0.97 1.25 

O -0.63 0.77 -0.58 0.81 -0.52 0.90 -0.48 0.93 -0.62 0.78 -0.61 0.76 

MeS- -0.48 -0.14 0.00 -0.67 -0.45 -0.22 0.01 -0.72 -0.41 -0.22 -0.11 -0.54 

porphyrin -0.45 -0.29 -0.45 -0.27 -0.38 -0.42 -0.46 -0.31 -0.30 -0.43 -0.22 -0.49 

substrate 0.58 -0.58 0.08 -0.08 0.39 -0.39 0.00 0.01 0.36 -0.36 0.00 0.01 

Erel (QM region) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2TSA=>B,QMMM 

Fe 1.02 1.44 1.01 1.59 1.01 1.41 1.00 1.55 1.03 1.50 1.02 1.50 

O -0.72 0.43 -0.77 0.32 -0.64 0.45 -0.68 0.35 -0.74 0.37 -0.77 0.39 

MeS- -0.44 -0.04 -0.20 -0.17 -0.45 -0.05 -0.20 -0.21 -0.40 -0.07 -0.36 -0.07 

porphyrin -0.59 -0.04 -0.59 -0.08 -0.60 -0.05 -0.58 -0.12 -0.56 -0.05 -0.60 -0.04 

substrate 0.74 -0.80 0.56 -0.67 0.68 -0.76 0.46 -0.57 0.68 -0.77 0.71 -0.78 

Erel (QM region) 6.6 12.6 6.4 15.3 7.7 8.0 

2BQMMM 

Fe 0.94 0.93 0.88 0.88 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.90 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 

O -0.99 0.01 -1.00 0.01 -0.95 0.02 -0.95 0.03 -1.00 0.01 -1.01 0.02 

MeS- -0.41 0.05 -0.21 0.14 -0.43 0.06 -0.22 0.14 -0.39 0.06 -0.37 0.07 

porphyrin -0.81 -0.01 -0.85 -0.04 -0.82 -0.01 -0.84 -0.04 -0.80 -0.01 -0.83 -0.02 

substrate 0.85 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.82 0.00 0.69 -0.04 0.84 0.00 0.87 0.00 

Erel (QM region) -29.6 -20.1 -25.4 -12.2 -28.3 -31.1 
a
The structures are taken from the doublet profile 1. 

b
The charges on the side chain atoms of Asp309 have been modified to account for its neutral character in accordance with the patch 

residue used in CHARMM for the buffer region. (Cβ: -0.28 => 0.0; O: -0.76 => -0.40) 
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4. CONCLUSION 

In this work we have studied the last step of the aromatization of androgens to estrogens 

catalyzed by aromatase using QM-only and QM/MM calculations. We propose that in the final 

catalytic cycle Compound I (or Compound II) abstracts the 1hydrogen atom from the enol 

form 19-oxo-ASD (which is produced by 2hydrogen abstraction from the ligand by the 

ferrous superoxo (ferric peroxo) complex
46

), which leads to the scission of the C10-C19 bond, and 

the formation of estrone and formic acid. The rate-determining step of the reaction is 1-

hydrogen abstraction, whose barrier is in the range of 3-6 kcal/mol, which is much lower than the 

activation energy of many CYP-catalyzed hydrogen abstraction reactions, therefore the reaction 

is supposed to be very fast. According to our results the human aromatase may catalyze the 

reaction via Compound I in three pathways all leading to estrone. Most likely the direct pathway 

dominates the enzyme’s reactivity, but besides formic acid the production of a small amount of 

carbon monoxide cannot be excluded. Our calculations provide a plausible explanation for the 

most recent resonance Raman and KSIE measurements which suggested the involvement if 

Compound I in the third catalytic sub-cycle of human aromatase.
27,28

 

A significant difference has been found in the reaction mechanism as predicted by QM-only 

and QM/MM calculations. According to the QM-only calculations 1β-hydrogen is abstracted by 

Compound I and it leads to radical intermediates. In QM/MM calculations all of the used DFT 

functionals suggest that the reaction involves cationic intermediates, but the oxidant has a mixed 

Compound I and Compound II character according to DFT functionals with no long-range 

correction, and clearly Compound II character according to the dispersion and long-range 

corrected ωB97X-D functional. This may suggest that the real configuration of the oxidant is 

clearly Compound II and the mixed character is derived from self-interaction error. The 
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Compound II character of the oxidant arises as a consequence of the polarizing effect of the 

protein environment and of the catalytic water molecule generated by the formation of 

Compound I from Compound 0. 

We have estimated the catalytic power of the enzyme using a continuum solvent model, by 

comparing the activation energy of the enzyme catalyzed reaction to a hypothetical reference 

reaction in aqueous solution at the geometry of the enzyme-catalyzed reaction. It was found that 

the electrostatic environment of the enzyme only slightly (by about 1.5 kcal/mol) decreases the 

energy of activation of the reaction compared to the reaction in solvent, thus most likely the most 

important role of the enzyme is the generation of Compound I and the orientation of the substrate 

in the active site. 

All the used DFT functionals predict the same trends (both for energetics and changes in the 

electronic structure) in QM-only and QM/MM calculation. However, the numerical values of the 

obtained relative energies differed considerably (as much as up to 30 kcal/mol for the overall 

reaction energy), which implies that when direct comparison with experimental data is possible, 

a very careful analysis of the reliability of the DFT functional is needed. 

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION. Selected geometrical parameters and fragment charges for 

QM-only optimized structures using various basis sets, and details of all reactant, TS and product 

complexes obtained in QM/MM calculations. Furthermore, total energies and Cartesian 

coordinates of all QM-only structures, geometries of the QM region of the QM/MM structures 

belonging to profile 1, and MM parameters for the 19-oxo-ASD are also provided in the SI 

together with tables and figures indicated in the text.  
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